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Defence Information ’19 Event: 10 & 11 April 2019
‘Information-enabled Modernisation’
Day 1: Information, Cyber & Information Enablers; Day 2: Support, Services & Support Information

Jointly presented by Team Defence Information, MOD & Cranfield University
Venue: STEAM Museum Conferencing, Fire Fly Avenue, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN2 2EY
Defence Information (DI) is the major annual Team Defence Information communications event jointly
planned by MOD & Industry. In our event, both MOD and Industry are well-represented as delegates,
keynote speakers, panelists, workshop leads, exhibitors, finalists in the 2019 Excellence Awards
.
Modernisation is to the fore – and underpinned by information – hence our apt 2019 theme. Senior
figures from MOD and Industry are contributing to mapping the current landscape and highlighting the
direction of travel.

April 19 will be ideal timing to understand more about new funded programmes in key areas such as
Information and Information Services. Our DI Event’s 2-day programme brings together MOD and
Industry partners who are users of these Services, as well as Industry suppliers of Services: people with
the collective experience/expertise to gain mutual benefit from informed discussion and shared insights.
MOD CIO Charles Forte and Nigel Whitehead CTO at BAE Systems & Team Defence Chair are just two
senior figures speaking at DI’19; more to be announced. With around 350 professionals and Whole Force
representation, DI’19 has strong engagement from leaders, subject matter experts and practitioners.

Take action now to be part of DI’19: visit https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/events/symposia/di
To learn about exhibitor and sponsor packages, go to the website
To engage with the DI’19 planning group, contact steve.shepherd@teamdefence.info

DI’19 is promoted across various channels including
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Sponsor Packages &/or Exhibitor Stands at DI’19
Invest in having your company’s capabilities on show,
recognised and discussed at DI’19. Have your collateral
included in the dedicated
DI’19 App (NB: a different
App this year). As a
Sponsor/Exhibitor, you
gain excellent visibility
amongst an engaged and influential audience of defence
professionals from both MOD and Industry suppliers, at an annual 2day event that that provides networking with c350 attendees.
There are a range of packages available as an Exhibitor and, for added presence, as a Sponsor. All are at
competitive rates and provide a range of benefits. To learn about exhibitor and sponsor packages, go to
the website

For Sponsor Packages & Exhibitor Stands: https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/events/symposia/di
NB: opportunities are open to member and non-member organisations.

DI’19 App - covers the full programme on your portable device
The dedicated DI’19 App (new application for 2019) enables delegates to keep in
touch with the event through the interactive programme.
Functions include: full programme and speaker profiles; workshops descriptions and
selection; document downloads – exhibitors and speakers/workshops where &
when available; details of finalists for the 2019 Excellence Award; exhibitor/sponsor
literature; notifications and links to websites.

The DI’19 Dinner at STEAM
You also have the option of participating in a formal dinner at the
historic STEAM museum, an excellent venue for dining and socialising
with guests.

DI’19 Event Organisers:

Key Contacts for DI’19
Caroline Dawson, Contact for DI’19 Sponsorship packages, Symposia at Shrivenham
Steve Shepherd, TD-Info lead co-organiser for DI’19; Phil Williams, Managing Director, TD-Info
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Team Defence Information 2019 Excellence Awards
The Team Defence Information Good Practice Market Place (GPMP) and TD-Info 2019 Excellence Awards
recognise, celebrate and share successful collaboration practices in Team Defence. Entries for the TD-Info
2019 Excellence Award will be open soon.

Benefits of the Excellence Awards
Benefits of entering the Team Defence Information Excellence Awards include:
• Widespread recognition & publicity for innovation & good practices; all are ‘winners’
• Free stand & two attendee places at DI’19 - attracts c350 attendees from MOD & Industry
• Shared learning through networking and benchmarking at DI’19
• Supports continual improvement process; structured reflection on achievements

Previous Winners of the Excellence Awards
Every year Team Defence Information use its Excellence Awards to celebrate
innovative activities within a broad scope of 'demonstrating improvements - or
potential improvements - to collaboration across defence'. Keenly supported by
both MOD and Industry, this competition recognises the value of learning from
joint endeavours involving organisations of all sizes and specialisms.
Click to read about past finalists and awards under the Key Word TD-Info Excellence Awards & Good
Practice Market Place.
The 2018 overall winner was GBR14, a small to medium enterprise whose
innovative capability largely eliminates the risk of mass data loss and
facilitates secure data use and sharing. Hence, data security becomes a
facilitator in value-add business processes - and not a restrictor, as can be the
case.
The award was presented to GBR14’s Peter Rogers (CEO) and Kully Johal (Chair
& Co-founder) at the Defence Information 2018 Event. TD-Info Managing
Director Phil Williams praised the 8 finalists who represented 48 collaborating companies. He
congratulated highly commended winners Babcock and MooD international; and those who were
commended: BAR Associates, BAE Systems Land UK, Exostar, Lockheed Martin and The Boston Consulting
Group.
The 2018 Chair of Judges was Kevin Parker who gave a perceptive and engaging overview of the
achievements and benefits to defence represented in these project submissions. View the
video of his presentation and see his slide deck about the 2018 awards.
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Phil Williams, TD-Info Managing Director, on the Defence Information Event
We warmly invite you to participate in our DI’19 Event, once again being held at
the STEAM Museum Conferencing facilities in Swindon. This characterful venue
provides us with ample exhibition spaces, a capacious main hall for
presentations and numerous workshop rooms – all on the same compact site.
Our valued Event dinner, on 10th April, is held amidst period railway platforms
and surrounded by railway memorabilia!
“We live in interesting times” as the saying goes, and our annual DI event
provides welcome opportunities to take stock - as well as to look ahead.
Innovation and modernisation are co-joined themes that will be to the fore, underpinned by information
and secure information sharing through-life and across Team Defence, as the enabling common threads.
We welcome the involvement of a roster of senior MOD/Industry figures
– including Charles Forte (MOD CIO) and Nigel Whitehead (CTO, BAE
Systems & Chair of Team Defence Information) - as well as subject
matter experts and practitioners who are presenting &/or taking part in
panel sessions, workshops and our Good Practice Market Place. Our valued exhibitors provide insights
into innovative capabilities and case studies, often from other sectors, yet having defence applicability.
This year we anticipate involvement of our 2018 cohort of the Good Practice Study Group, sharing
insights from their research into topics such as Additive Manufacturing in defence.
Our annual event is planned jointly by MOD and Industry to maximise ‘Team Defence’ coverage and
relevance. We strive to maintain consistently high standards that reward the active engagement of
delegates. DI’19 spans Information and Support across Team Defence - and aims to be purposeful,
inclusive and productively informal. Most importantly, we believe that the work undertaken here, and
elsewhere under the Team Defence Information umbrella, ultimately supports the front line.

“We look forward to DI’19 and meeting you on 10/11th April
at STEAM Museum Conferencing in Swindon” Phil Williams

REMINDER
For Sponsor Packages & Exhibitor Stands: https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/events/symposia/di
NB: opportunities are open to member and non-member organisations.

Key Contacts for DI’19
Caroline Dawson, Contact for DI’19 Sponsorship packages, Symposia at Shrivenham
Steve Shepherd, TD-Info lead co-organiser for DI’19; Phil Williams, Managing Director, TD-Info
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About Team Defence Information
As a trusted membership organisation, Team Defence Information (TD-Info) brings together Industry and the
MOD, collaborating to optimise the value from business information working across Team Defence.
Our operating model (see diagram) encompasses Support/Supply Chain and Information through the Defence
& Industry Support Chain Optimisation Group (DISCOG) and the Joint Information Group (JIG). We report to
the Defence Suppliers Forum (DSF)1,
“the major conduit for MOD-industry
relationships” chaired by the Secretary
of State for Defence. TD-Info is also
well-engaged with the Defence Support
Network (Transformation).
As a trade body, funded by Industry
with MOD as partner, TD-info acts as a
catalyst and facilitator whose activities
complement those of ADS and techUK,
organisations with whom we
collaborate.
TD-Info member organisations include
suppliers of ICT services and Industry
contractors who are users of ICT
services supplied through MOD Information Systems & Services (ISS). Typically, these ICT users are
contractors for platforms and materiel, as well as providers of through-life support. Industry increasingly works
closely alongside the MOD. There are circa 120,000 users from Industry on MOD infrastructure, a
significant customer group who use the JIG-sponsored Industry Customers Engagement Forum (ICEF) for
Industry and ISS to work together to improve services and support.
TD-Info is a ‘hands-on’ organisation whose joint, resource-volunteered activities include: Supply Chain and
Support Chain, Trading, Information Management, Security, Learning and Development, Standards and
Innovation.
TD-Info members range in scale from multinational enterprises to Small-to-Medium-Enterprises (SMEs) to
niche micro-businesses, all involved in complex defence supply chains and support networks that benefit from
improved end-to-end, secure information sharing; information is the ‘lifeblood’ of the defence enterprise. Our
joint Industry-MOD governance drives coherence and continuity, with representation through to the Defence
Suppliers Forum, as previously mentioned.
Participation in TD-Info activities provides 'force multiplier' benefits for organisations. Collaborating, our work
draws on real-world use-cases involving Team Defence (i.e. MOD and Industry) and engages subject matter
experts from varied disciplines to develop pragmatic, common solutions. TD-Info promotes global standards
and inter-operable ways of working, designed to increase efficiency and effectiveness. Corporate knowledge is
captured and shared via our website at www.teamdefence.info.

The collective efforts of Team Defence Information members are ultimately directed at sustaining
and developing superior operational capabilities for the benefit of the Whole Force

1

The DSF recently took the decision to implement the New Green Box (working title), a construct whereby Industry is engaged as
a stakeholder in the MOD processes for consulting on and assessing the impact of proposed information system changes on their
output based contracts; in addition, the New Green Box will assist the MOD to shape significant new requirements.
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Our venue for Defence Information 2019 – STEAM Museum Conferencing
Those who have attended Defence Information
events in previous years may also have joined the
Event Dinners that are held in the splendid
surroundings of the STEAM Museum, the awardwinning venue dedicated to the Great Western
Railway (GWR). Our DI’19 Dinner will still be held
here, and we are relocating our two-day Event to the associated conferencing facilities in Swindon.
DI’19 will be held in at the STEAM Museum Conferencing, using the site of the former GWR Works whose
spaces for presentations, exhibitions and workshops are well-serviced and have plenty of character and
charm. The main hall for example is the former ’20 Shop’, measures 21m x 43m and can accommodate
up to 750 people. Other spaces are available for workshops and presentations.

Great Western Hall

Hawksworth Hall

FREE Parking for DI’19 There is free parking for DI’19 delegates, on
presentation of a car parking ticket from the designated car park
(Swindon Designer Outlet North Car Park) at Event Reception. This
longer-term parking at the Swindon Designer Outlet North Car Park can
be found at Kemble Drive, postcode SN2 2NA, where you collect your
parking ticket to present at STEAM. For exhibitors to drop-off and collect stands, there is short-term
parking on-site at STEAM Museum, Fire Fly Avenue, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 2EY)

The Dinner at STEAM on 10th April The Defence Information
Dinner option is available to delegates and exhibitors/sponsors. This
well-attended evening session is held in the atmospheric
surroundings of the museum and provides excellent networking
opportunities in a relaxed setting with quality dining. A pre-dinner
drinks reception enables attendees to enjoy a ‘private view’ of the
museum if they wish! Coaches will be provided to take guests to/from
two local hotels: Jury’s Inn and Blunsdon. (Please quote DACU when booking accommodation to secure
agreed rate.)

The STEAM Museum Click here for more information about this award-winning museum.
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